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Young, fast and agile digital
disrupters are increasingly posing
competitive threats to incumbents.
Many legacy companies have
responded by creating a forwardlooking digital business strategy.
The problem they often encounter,
however, is that the weight of an old
operating model is a drag on the
new strategy. Their organizational
structure, incentives, culture and
capabilities have not changed
enough to deliver on that strategy
and realize value.
In other words, companies can’t
thrive if there’s a gap between their
new, innovative digital strategy and
their old operating model.
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KEY ELEMENTS
OF A DIGITAL
OPERATING MODEL
In this section we explore four key elements of an operating
model that are capable of supporting an advanced digital
strategy. Note that the analysis is not an exhaustive treatment
of all aspects of an operating model, but focuses instead
on specific elements that can be highly leveraged to deliver
business benefits in a digital context.

ORGANIZATION:
CREATING
STRUCTURAL
AGILITY TO
ENABLE SPEED
Operating models of the past relied on predictable and
durable organizational structures. By contrast, success in the
digital era hinges on business agility—the ability to respond
rapidly to changing market conditions. Legacy structures and
outdated governance policies slow incumbents down and
prevent them from operating at a digital disrupter’s pace.
According to Accenture Strategy research, only 15 percent of
incumbents claim to have an operating model agile enough
to rapidly respond to changing market conditions and
remain competitive, as opposed to 62 percent of the digital
disrupters.1
Again, it’s all about speed: Speed to launch a product to
market, speed to recruit talent, speed to allocate funds and
speed to obtain necessary legal approvals.
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INCENTIVES:
DRIVING THE RIGHT
BEHAVIORS
Incentive structures are possibly the most critical but
overlooked part of the digital operating model. In today’s
business environment, taking some chances—making some
medium-to-long-term bets—is crucial. But the Board, Chief
Officers and shareholders may not be incentivized in a way
that makes them accept that strategy.
One traditional Fortune Global 1000 company, for example,
had a short-term outlook focused on delivering quarterly
results. The business unit leaders responsible for multi-billiondollar P&Ls were not incentivized to invest in longer-term
innovations. Board members were unsure about committing
capital to a digital strategy although they were aware of the
digital disruption ahead. It took many months, with close
cooperation with the CEO and CFO, to rally the troops and
align incentives of multiple stakeholders to invest in digital.

Speed and agility: Large Fortune 1000 incumbent
Recently, Accenture developed a digital business strategy for a large incumbent
but found that the company’s organization structure was not agile enough to
implement the strategy at speed. Accenture recognized that changing the wellestablished operating model too fast and too soon could prove to be counterproductive and might bring out “organizational antibodies” to resist change.
Instead, Accenture built a “Digital Hub” from scratch—a separate structure at an
arm’s length from the “mothership” and free from legacy structural issues. The
Hub is architected around a single currency: speed.
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CULTURE: THE
MISSING GLUE
A digital operating model needs to be supported by
a non-hierarchical, risk-tolerant, customer-obsessed and
collaborative culture. A complicating factor today is that
“culture” is no longer a homogeneous thing but instead
may be an amalgam of incumbents and start-ups within
a broader ecosystem.
Embedding “Design Thinking” in an organization’s cultural
DNA is key to success for many digital disrupters. Design
Thinking is rooted in empathy for users to understand their
functional as well as emotional demands and needs, coupled
with rapid prototyping and a risk-tolerant culture.

CAPABILITIES:
ESTABLISHING
A DIGITAL
FOUNDATION FOR
SUCCESS
In our research, we asked incumbent companies: What
are the top-three challenges you need to overcome to
successfully implement your digital strategies?

Open collaboration at Nike
Nike nurtures an open collaborative innovation culture with the belief that employees
sometimes have to fail in order to succeed—showing that a “failing right” concept
does not only apply to start-ups. That’s why Nike has shortened its time to market
for new products and does not hesitate to remove a product from its offerings if it
falls below expectations.2
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Most of them pointed to challenges related to three
foundational digital capabilities:
• Sourcing, developing and retaining digital talent
• Developing ecosystem partnerships
• Driving intelligent automation of internal processes.3

Digital talent
The nature of work is fundamentally changing in the digital era:
the way work is organized, led and managed; the talent and
skills required to perform work; and the employee experience
expected by the future workforce. Our research found that
51 percent of digital disrupters use digital platforms or other
digital means to acquire talent, as opposed to only 23 percent
of incumbents.4
Few first-mover incumbents are adapting their operating
models to accommodate a more liquid workforce, also
known as talent on-demand. More liquid approaches can be
differentiating. Lego, for example, uses crowdsourcing to
design new products and to test demand. Users can submit a
design that others are able to vote for, and the winning design
is moved to production.5

Ecosystem partnerships
There are two primary ways to form ecosystem partnerships:
traditional business development and platform-based
capabilities for sharing of APIs. API partnerships are fast
gaining popularity because they are more scalable and are

Digital talent acquisition
Starbucks partnered with start-up Textio, which uses advanced machine learning
and predictive analytics to scan words, phrases and layouts of talent acquisition
documents (e.g., job postings) to determine their tone and how well they are likely
to perform among the target group of digital talent. Based on the recommendations
from Textio, the company tweaks wording to attract the desired types of talent.6
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typically faster and less complex to implement. Developing an
API-based architecture to facilitate ease of information-sharing
between core business and external third parties can lead to
a truly differentiating digital capability that can support future
strategy and new business models. Our research found that
43 percent of start-ups form an ecosystem of partnerships
with third parties to drive innovation, enhance products and/
or stimulate revenue growth. By contrast, only 16 percent of
incumbents surveyed do the same.7

An ecosystem of partners: WeChat
China’s WeChat is more than just a messaging app. It has created an entire
ecosystem of partners that provides value-added services to its ~800 million
monthly active users. Services include ordering taxis, playing online games, and
shopping and paying for goods and services. WeChat’s partnership capability
has been pivotal to the success of Tencent, one of China’s most valuable internet
companies with a market capitalization of more than $240 billion.8

Intelligent automation
According to Accenture research, 64 percent of digital
disrupters value a fully-automated operating model as
opposed to only 41 percent of incumbents.9 Consider a digital
disrupter such as Amazon, which disrupted the retail supply
chain by successfully employing intelligent automation. Not
only does it now use drones and robots in its warehouses, it
also uses intelligent automation at most of its point-of-sale
customer promotions that are completely automated by
machine-learning algorithms.10
Contrary to popular belief, there is more to intelligent
automation than cost optimization and efficiency
improvement. The ultimate benefit is that it can interweave
various internal systems and diverse strands of internal and
external data together, and then use artificial intelligence
to empower human employees to make better and smarter
business decisions while enhancing the customer experience.
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TAKING ACTION
Based on Accenture research, 75 percent of incumbents
agree that successful digital operating models will be flexible,
dynamic and customer-centric, and 81 percent acknowledge
the need to manage multiple operating models in parallel.11
Traditional companies need to learn how to adapt operating
models to the specificities of different functions. Here are
four keys to creating a flexible and adaptive operating model.

1

RE-SHAPE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES
AND GOVERNANCE TO ALLOW FOR SPEED.

Without the ability to match the fast pace of digital disrupters,
traditional companies will consistently lag in their ability
to innovate and drive growth. Choosing an appropriate
organization structure—along with cross-functional and crossbusiness digital governance capabilities that incorporate
digital-specific KPIs—provides the foundation for either select
pockets of the organization to serve as digital innovation
hubs, or a centralized “Digital Hub” for more holistic change
across an enterprise.

2

RE-THINK BOARD & C-SUITE INCENTIVE
STRUCTURES TO HELP REALLOCATE CAPITAL
TO FUND NEW BETS.

Traditional incentive structures for publicly traded companies
put a strong emphasis on stable quarterly earnings. Those
earnings tend to come from optimizing “cash cows.”
Rethinking incentives can provide flexibility for the C-suite to
pursue strategic initiatives to fuel future growth and approach
those bets with the level of capital and focus required
to be successful.
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3

INVEST IN FUNDAMENTAL DIGITAL

CAPABILITIES REGARDLESS OF YOUR
DIGITAL STRATEGY.

With the pace at which companies are pursuing digital
strategies, specific digital capabilities provide better certainty
that strategic execution will be successful. For example, rapid
prototyping combined with a deeper empathetic understanding
of customer needs allows project teams to develop and roll out
products and services quickly at lower cost.

4

TRANSFORM CORPORATE CULTURE TO
ACCOMMODATE OPEN ECOSYSTEMS,
INNOVATION, RISK-TAKING, OPENNESS
AND CUSTOMER OBSESSION.

When aligning digital strategies with digital operating models,
culture change is required to realize truly meaningful results.
Startups rarely have this problem, as they create and develop
their culture along with the business. Traditional companies,
on the other hand, are rooted in “the way we’ve always done
things.” Instilling a new culture will mean leading by example
and even allowing some initiatives to fail quickly, with that
being seen as a positive rather than a negative. If executives
lead by example, a company can ultimately embed startuplike concepts into the corporate DNA.
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CONCLUSION:
CLOSING THE GAP
Traditional companies often lack understanding of the
magnitude of the organizational changes required to keep
pace with digital disrupters. Selecting the most appropriate
digital operating model(s) is critical to executing digital
business strategies successfully, overcoming disruption
and creating value.
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